Armstrong eClassroom: Turnitin

Turnitin can be used within Armstrong eClassroom. Go into the Assignments area. Click on the Turnitin tab.

Check the box to Enable Turnitin for this folder. And then also check the box to Allow learners to see Turnitin similarity scores in their dropbox folder.

Now you can choose the More Options in Turnitin to set up the options that should be enabled.
Some settings have been disabled and can only be changed in the learning management system.

Title: Hello
Max Grade: 100

Instructions:
Assignment instructions

Start Date: 2016-09-06 05:00
Due Date: 2016-09-11 06:00
Feedback Release Date: 2016-09-09 13:30

Allow submission of any file type?
- Yes
- No

Optional Settings

Submit

This is the box that you will see first. Now choose the Optional Settings to make additional changes.
The originality Report generation and resubmissions has a dropdown that says:
Generate reports immediately (resubmissions are not allowed)
Generate reports immediately (resubmissions are allowed until the due date)
Generate reports on due date (resubmissions are allowed until the due date)

You will need to choose one of these. The default is the first option.
Now you will need to choose if you will exclude bibliographic materials, quoted materials, and small matches. If you choose to exclude the small matches you will be asked how many words or what percentage to exclude.

The Submissions option has two options to choose from:
Standard Paper Repository
Do not store the submitted papers

If you are going to have your students turn in a draft and then a graded copy you may want to choose not to have the submitted papers stored.

Enable the Grammar checking using ETS e-rater.
The system defaults to High School for the handbook but you can change it to Advanced.

The system also defaults to only use the US English Dictionary, I suggest using both the US and UK English Dictionaries.

The last thing to do when setting up Turnitin for your assignment is whether you would like to save your settings or not for future assignments. If you select Yes, I would always still check the Options for the assignment to make sure that these options remain.

Then select Submit at the very bottom. This window does not close, so you will need to close this window.